CES2019 #3 demo plan

### IVI world

1. **New navigation**
   - Mapbox (navigation core and Turn by turn navigation)

2. **Improved Home Screen**
   - Add to full screen and division display, change to the layout dynamically

3. **Safe HMI management**
   - Restriction (Cover the screen of the movie)

### Cluster world

4. **Home Screen**
   - New HMI (3D launcher), Dashboard, HVAC, Setting, Camera

5. **Driver support system**
   - Tachometer, Turn by turn navigation, Camera

### System

6. **Switch a display destination of the app**
   - Projection screen of IVI’s app (e.g. navi) to meter cluster

7. **Support for multi GUI libs**
   - Qt, HTML5 (SDL app), EB GUIDE

8. **Application development support**
   - Easily send and receive apps between two bases